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"Funky, Poetic, Complex, Forward-Thinking, Outside The Box 
and Bad Mothers!" Actual adjectives used by audiences and 
promoters to define DDAT across the country, from one govern-
ment-defined border crossing to another, and yes, from sea to 
shining sea.

Having been featured on NPR, Yahoo, MIC.com, SiriusXM, TED 
Talks and as one of the Top Ten Finalists in 2019's Tiny Desk 
Competition, DDAT has been described in those  terms for good 
reason. Blending national touring artist DEF-I's intelligent, poetic 
lyrics and hip hop style with the hard-driving instrumental fire of 
award-winning trumpet player DELBERT ANDERSON, the deep funk 
of international touring artist and drummer NICHOLAS LUCERO, 
and the intellectually explorative and expanding groove of MIKE 
McCLUHAN on bass, DDAT has carved its own path with high 
desert-forged influences and world-class musicianship.

DdatDdatDdatDdatDdat
"...it [is] evident that these artists also 
share a forward-thinking restlessness 
and a refusal to be parceled into neat 
boxes." + NPR 
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DDAT is just at home in an intimate venue as it is on a festival 
stage, as the past several years have proven.  The group has 
burned up smaller clubs, but it also has taken part in such 
memorable international collaborations as its concert with 
Mongolian master throat singer Baatarjav Erdene Tsogt. 
It has played beautiful theaters throughout the U.S. and 
Canada, while performing in high-profile outdoor settings 
such as the Taos Vortex Festival, the Ridgecrest Petroglyph 
Festival, ¡Globalquerque!. DDAT also has been featured at TED 
X and performed its trademark “DDAT Suite” with a full wind 
symphony at Eastern New Mexico State University. Regard-
less of the setting, DDAT consistently delivers memorable 
performances with literally no boundaries.

In addition to a fiery, fun, hard-driving live show, DDAT has 
worked with several national arts foundations to offer an 
educational program that can be tailored to workshops and 
presentations for elementary, collegiate or professional 
level musicians. DDAT has performed in venues ranging from 
schools, rehab centers, women’s shelters and schools to 
literally the edge of civilization with its message of hope, 
positivity and personal development through music and the 
arts.  
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"Groove warriors...boisterous...funky...
visceral...hip-hop fusion." + INDEPENDENT

"Delbert Anderson (Diné) started off by wowing 
the crowd with his smooth, classical jazz riffs. 
Then, Def-i (Diné) introduced lyrical acrobatics 
over top to form DDAT. Their sound is reminis-
cent of the jazzy/hip-hop groups Digable Plan-
ets and A Tribe Called Quest. But, where Diga-
ble Planets were more spoken word poetry over 
smooth jazz, DDAT mixes Def-i's rapid fire lyrics 
over more up-tempo, contemporary jazz and 
funk." + NAVAJO TIMES

"The Swing of the Navajo Heartbeat and the 
Improvisation of Navajo Chants."
+ SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE

https://ddatlive.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEbSJfqw4_DBvE3FnrjFVwQ
https://www.facebook.com/ddatlive/

